On 02.07.2014 the Commission approved the appointment of:

CompetitionRx Ltd.

Address: Marcel Thiry 77 - Box 4, 1200 Brussels, Belgium

Contact: Justin Menezes

Tel.: +32 (0)2 779 02 02

Fax: +32 (0)2 779 03 33

E-mail: Justin.Menezes@mazars.co.uk

as Monitoring Trustee in the above-mentioned case.

The role of the Monitoring Trustee is to monitor the compliance of Telefónica Deutschland with the Commitments attached to the Commission's Decision of 2 July 2014 and to report to the Commission thereon.

Third parties who have queries in relation to the Commitments may contact the Trustee through the above contact details.

The foregoing is without prejudice to the Commission's jurisdiction to oversee the implementation of the Commitments attached to its Decision.